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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a method to select a refined sub-
set of images, given an initial list of retrieved images. The
goal of any image retrieval system is to present results that
are maximally relevant as well as diverse. We formulate this
as a subset selection problem and we address it using sub-
modularity. In order to select the best subset, we learn an
objective function as a linear combination of submodular
functions. This objective quantifies how relevant and repre-
sentative a selected subset it. Using this method we obtain
promising results at MediaEval 2015.

1. INTRODUCTION
Image retrieval using text queries is a central topic in Mul-

timedia retrieval. While early approaches relied solely on
text associated with images, more recent approaches com-
bine textual and visual cues to return more relevant re-
sults [12, 6]. Nonetheless, search engines of photo sharing
sites such as Flickr still retrieve results that are often irrel-
evant and redundant. The MediaEval 2015 Retrieving Di-
verse Social Images Task fosters research to improve results
retrieved by Flickr. It asks the participants to develop algo-
rithms to refine a ranked list of photos retrieved from Flickr
using the photo’s visual, textual and meta information. An
overview of the task is presented in [4].

2. METHODOLOGY
We formulate the task of diversifying Image retrieval re-

sults as a subset selection problem. Given a set of retrieved
images, I = (I1, I2, . . . , In) and a budget B, the task is to
find a subset S ⊆ I, |S| = B such that S is maximally rele-
vant as well as diverse. Such problems are usually solved by
using a scoring function F : 2n → R that assigns a higher
score for diverse and relevant subsets. Let V be the power
set of I, we obtain the best subset S∗ by computing:

S∗ = argmax
S⊂V,|S|=B

F(S). (1)

Evaluating the scores for all possible subsets (2n) is in-
tractable. We address this issue with submodularity.

A set function f(.) is said to be submodular if

f(A ∪ v)− f(A) ≥ f(B ∪ v)− f(B), (2)
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where A ⊆ B ⊆ V \v, V being the ground set of elements [9].
Submodular functions naturally model properties such as
representativeness and relevance as they exhibit a diminish-
ing returns property.

If the scoring function is monotone submodular, we can
find a near optimal solution for equation 1 using greedy sub-
modular maximization methods [10, 5]. A linear combina-
tion of submodular functions with non-negative weights is
still submodular. Thus we define our scoring function as

F(S) = wT f(S), (3)

where f(S) = [f1(S), f2(S) . . . fk(S)]T are normalized sub-
modular monotone functions and w ∈ Rk

+ is a weight vector.
We learn these weights with sub-gradient descent1 [7].

2.1 Submodular Scoring Functions
We use several submodular functions, aimed at quantify-

ing how relevant or diverse the selected subset is.
Visual Representativeness We define the representa-

tiveness score as 1 - k-Medoid Loss. The k-Medoid loss for
a subset is obtained by computing the sum of euclidean
distance between images in the query and the nearest se-
lected medoid (images in the selected subset) in the feature
space [3] (using CNN features [1]). Thus k-Medoid loss is
minimum when the selected subset is representative thereby
resulting in a higher representativeness score.

Visual Relevance We use the relevance ground truth
provided for the devset topics to train a generic SVM on
CNN features with relevance ground truth as labels. The
relevance score of a subset is the number of images in the
subset that are predicted as relevant.

Text Relevance In order to obtain a text-based score for
an image, given a query, we use a Bag-of-Words model. We
represent the wikipage associated with the query as a vector.
Similarly, each image is represented as vector obtained en-
coding its title, tags and description (with the same relative
weighting as [13]). The text relevance of an image is com-
puted as its cosine similarity to the wikipedia page, using
tf-idf weighting2. Finally, the text relevance score of a set of
image is simply the sum over the relevance of its individual
elements.

Flickr Ranks For an image having Flickr rank i belong-
ing to a topic having n images, its Flickr score is given by
n−i
n

. The sum of flickr scores of images in the subset is the
flickr score of the subset.

1We use the implementation of [3] for submodular maxi-
mization and learning weights.
2Using the implementation provided in scikit-learn [11].
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Figure 1: Weights learnt for normalized submodular objectives for various configurations (See Sec. 3).
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Figure 2: Precision, Cluster Recall and F1 scores for the official runs on the dataset of [4].

Time Representativeness This function quantifies how
diverse the images are with respect to time taken. Photos
taken during different times of the day, or taken during dif-
ferent seasons can also lead to increase in diversity. This
score is computed using the same k-medoid loss as in Visual
representativeness, but using the timestamp as the feature
representation.

2.2 Learning
Using the relevance and cluster ground truth, for a given

query and a budget B, we construct a ground truth subset
(Sgt

t ) for each query t in the devset. To learn the weights,
we optimize the following large-margin formulation [7]

min
w≥0

1

T

T∑
t=1

L̂t(w) +
λ

2
||w||2 (4)

where T is the total number of queries in the devset and
L̂t(w), the hinge loss of for training examples t is given by

L̂t(w) = max
St∈Vt

(F(St) + `(St))−F(Sgt
t ) (5)

where `(.) is the loss function. We use F1-loss (`(St) =
|St| − F1(St)) as the loss function. As F1-loss is not sub-
modular, we use its (pointwise) modular approximation [9].
We perform the optimization using sub-gradient descent [7]
with an adaptive learning rate [2].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We evaluated our method on the MediaEval 2015 diverse

social images task [4]. The test data consists of 139 queries
with more than 40, 000 images. It includes single-topic (lo-
cation) as well as multi-topic queries (events associated with
locations). In Fig. 2 we show performance for different con-
figurations and varying budgets. The configurations are: (i)
Run 1 - Visual only, i.e. relevance prediction and represen-
tativeness. (ii) Run 2 - Meta only: In this run we only use

Run Type Run Description P@20 CR@20 F1@20
all 0.6853 0.4724 0.5453

Run 1 single-topic 0.6877 0.4829 0.5575
multi-topic 0.6829 0.4622 0.5333

all 0.7906 0.4051 0.5207
Run 2 Single-topic 0.8290 0.4145 0.5406

Multi-topic 0.7529 0.3958 0.5010
All 0.7709 0.4366 0.5393

Run 3 Single-topic 0.8420 0.4420 0.5674
Multi-topic 0.7007 0.4312 0.5116

Table 1: Official Results. We report performance
metrics according to [4]. Best results are highlighted
in bold.

information associated with the image, but not the image
itself, i.e text relevance, Flickr rank and time representa-
tiveness. (iii) Run 3 - we use a combination of the above
mentioned objectives. In Tab. 1 we provide the results us-
ing the official performance metrics computed by [4]. The
distribution of weights learnt for each shell is as shown in
Fig. 1.

The visual run yields higher cluster recall while the tex-
tual run yields a better value of precision. This suggests
that using visual information is effective for diversifying the
retrieval results while textual information is more effective
for retrieving relevant images. The lower precision of the vi-
sual run is not surprising, as it only uses a generic relevance
prediction. While this allows to filter out images of peo-
ple and several non-landmarks, it does not score relevance
in a query-specific way. In order to improve our visual ap-
proach it is thus necessary to compute similarities between
text queries and images. This could be done by learning a
joint embedding of text and images, similar to e.g. [8]. We
also note that the method that we use performs better on
the single-topic sets than the multi-topic sets.
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